**Title:** CONFORMAL ELECTRONICS INCLUDING NESTED SERPENTINE INTERCONNECTS

**Abstract:** An example stretchable device is described that includes electrical contacts and an interconnect coupling the electrical contacts. The interconnect has a meander-shaped configuration that includes at least one nested serpentine-shaped feature. The interconnect can be conductive or non-conductive. The meander-shaped configuration can be a serpentine structure, providing a serpentine-in-serpentine configuration.
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Group I, claims 1-13, drawn to a stretchable electrical device comprising two electrical contacts

Group II, claims 14-25, drawn to a stretchable device comprising a stretchable electronic circuit

The inventions listed as Groups I-II do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule 13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons: the special technical feature of the Group I invention: "a stretchable electrical device comprising two electrical contacts and an electrical interconnect electrically coupling the two electrical contacts" as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Group II. The special technical feature of the Group II invention: "a stretchable device comprising a stretchable electronic circuit disposed on a surface of the stretchable substrate" as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Group I.

Groups I and II lack unity of invention because even though the inventions of these groups require the technical feature of the electrical interconnect having a meander-shaped configuration comprising at least one nested serpentine shaped feature, this technical feature is not a special technical feature as it does not make a contribution over the prior art.

Specifically, US 2002/0094701 A1 (BIEGELSEN et al.) discloses a stretchable electrical device (a stretchable interconnect for electrically connecting electronic devices, para. 0007), comprising: two electrical contacts (electrically coupling a contact 18 of one device to a contact 18 of another device, para. 0032); and an electrical interconnect electrically coupling the two electrical contacts (the interconnect 12 for electrically coupling a contact 18 of one device to a contact 18 of another device, para. 0032); wherein the electrical interconnect has a meander-shaped configuration comprising at least one serpentine shaped feature (while V shaped section 20 are preferred other serpentine structures can be employed, para. 0071; thus figs. 3-5 show the electrical interconnect 12 has a meander-shaped configuration (winding) comprising at least one serpentine shaped feature 20).

Biegelsen et al. does not specifically teach the electrical interconnect comprising at least one nested serpentine-shaped feature. US 2007/0248799 A1 (DEANGELIS et al.) is in the field of a flexible electrical device (a flexible capacitive sensor, para. 0001) and teaches it is well known in the art that the conductive element comprising at least one nested serpentine-shaped feature (a nested serpentine configuration is used as shown in fig.4B, para. 0058; thus fig.4B shows the conductive element 230, 236 comprising at least one nested serpentine-shaped feature). It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to modify the electrical interconnect of Biegelsen et al. by including the electrical interconnect comprising at least one nested serpentine-shaped feature so as to provide the interconnect having fewer connections but greater sensitivity (DeAngelis, para. 0058).

Since none of the special technical features of the Group I or II inventions are found in more than one of the inventions, unity of invention is lacking.